14 15 Classical quantitative genetic analyses estimate additive and non-additive genetic and 16 environmental components of variance from phenotypes of related individuals. The genetic 17 variance components are defined in terms of genotypic values reflecting underlying genetic 18 architecture (additive, dominance and epistatic genotypic effects) and allele frequencies. 19 However, the dependency of the definition of genetic variance components on the 20 underlying genetic models is not often appreciated. Here, we show how the partitioning of 21 additive and non-additive genetic variation is affected by the genetic models and 22 parameterization of allelic effects. We show that arbitrarily defined variance components 23 often capture a substantial fraction of total genetic variation regardless of the underlying 24 genetic architecture in simulated and real data. Therefore, variance component analysis 25 cannot be used to infer genetic architecture of quantitative traits. The genetic basis of 26 quantitative trait variation in a natural population can only be defined empirically using 27 high resolution mapping methods followed by detailed characterization of QTL effects.
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Additive genetic variance ! ! is a major determinant of total genetic variance 75 Following conventional notation, we arbitrarily assign the genotypic value of the three 76 possible genotypes aa, Aa, and AA at a single bi-allelic locus as -!, !, and +! respectively 77 (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . Additive and dominant gene actions (or "genetic model") 78 have a clear meaning with this parameterization. An "additive" genetic model refers to the 79 situation in which ! = 0, and hence there is a completely linear relationship between the 80 genotypic value and the number of copies of A alleles. A "dominant" genetic model is when 81 ! = ±!, or when the genotypic value is solely determined by the presence of the dominant 82 allele. ! ! (see Table 1 for this and other notations and definitions used throughout this 83 study) accounts for the entirety of genetic variation when the true genetic model is an 84 additive model (Figure 1a ). ! ! also explains the majority of genetic variation under the 85 dominant genetic model unless the dominant allele is at high frequency (Figure 1b ). 86 Extending this single-locus model to two unlinked loci, it can be shown that ! ! captures the 87 majority of overall genetic variance unless both loci are frequent under a two-locus 88 "additive by additive" genetic model (Figure 1c,d) . These simple results have been 89 previously shown by many authors (Falconer and Mackay 1996; Hill et al. 2008; Mackay 90 2014) but are reproduced here to set the stage for the following results. 91 92 Alternative parameterizations also capture the majority of genetic variance 93 The discrepancy between the well-defined genetic models and the literal implication of the 94 term additive genetic variation (! ! ), i.e., apparently non-additive genetic models (dominant 95 or additive by additive) produce significant additive variance, is confusing and 96 counterintuitive. Realizing that ! ! is a population property and relies on a specific 6 parameterization of genotypes, we derive alternative parameterizations and quantify the 98 variance explained by them (Table 1) . Using a single-locus parameterization in which the 99 heterozygotes and the homozygotes for the dominant allele are coded identically, we define 100 an alternative dominance variance ! ! ! ( Table 1 , the prime symbol is used to distinguish this 101 variance from the conventional dominance variance ! ! ), which is found to capture the 102 entire genetic variance when the true genetic model is a dominant model (Figure 2a ). 103 Importantly, similar to the phenomenon in the classical parameterization in which ! ! 104 absorbs the majority of the genetic variance, under this parameterization ! ! ! can explain a 105 substantial amount of genetic variance even when the true genetic model is additive 106 ( Figure 2b ). Furthermore, an alternative two-locus parameterization (see Methods) allows 107 a newly defined ! !! !! variance component (Table 1) To extend the single-and two-locus results to polygenic genetic models, we simulated 115 genotypes and phenotypes based on pre-defined genetic architecture and broad sense 116 heritability (! ! ), and used mixed models to partition phenotypic variance under the 117 classical and alternative parameterizations described above. As expected, when the genetic 118 parameterizations and the resulting genetic covariance matrices match the true genetic 119 models, the estimated variances fully explain the total genetic variances ( Figure 3) . 120 Intriguingly, similar to the single-and two-locus models, all genetic parameterizations are 121 able to capture a major (almost always > 40%) fraction of total genetic variances regardless 122 of the true genetic architecture (Figure 3 ). Among the three parameterizations, the classical 123 definition of ! ! appears to explain the most genetic variance when the genetic model does 124 not match its parameterization. This is likely because the genotypic coding under the ! ! for human height in the GENEVA data ( Figure 4 ). However, this is only one of the many 150 possible ways of partitioning variance. Using our alternatively defined parameterizations 151 and a similar frequency-dependent parameterization orthogonal to the dominance genetic 152 value (Table 1) , we find a much more substantial contribution of dominance variance, i.e.,
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! ! ! (Figure 4 ), further suggesting that partitioning of genetic variance is dependent on 154 parameterization. our newly defined parameterizations assuming alternative genetic models (Figure 3,4) 
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